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Is Cyprus a Non-event? 

 

Markets have hardly budged since the latest panic in Europe.  As the 

crisis in Cyprus has unfolded the US and European equity markets 

have largely shrugged it off as the latest in a recurring sequence of 

non-events.  But Cyprus could ma%er more than we think.   

 

First, it’s very important to understand why Cyprus ma%ers at all.  It’s 

a rather insignificant economy on its own, but the precedent this na-

+on sets could end up being quite important.  I don’t want to over-

drama+ze this situa+on, but let’s work through a few poten+al op-

+ons in Cyprus and how why this small na+on ma%ers.   

 

It’s crucial to understand why Cyprus is in the posi+on it’s in.  Cyprus 

is really just a symptom of the Euro currency as a whole.  In other 

words, the currency system itself is unworkable and these flare-ups 

on the periphery are merely symptoms of problems within the actual 

construc+on of the monetary system itself.   

 

The best way to think about the Euro is to compare it to the United 

States.  In the USA we have a group of states who are all users of a 

currency without a floa+ng exchange rate.  There’s an inherent prob-

lem within a system like this in that it causes trade imbalances.  The 

same thing occurs within Europe.  In a normal monetary arrangement 

a na+on with a structural trade deficit will be able to defend its econ-

omy in a number of ways; 1) It can deficit spend thereby increasing 
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increasing domes+c demand to offset the income loss via trade.  2) It can implement mone-

tary policy to target the exchange rate and boost trade.  3) Or it can simply allow the market 

to works its magic by adjus+ng to the natural exchange rate arbitrage that develops when a 

na+on has a compe++ve advantage and pricing inefficiencies develop.   

 

States in the USA can do none of the above.  Neither can the na+ons in Europe.  So they rely 

on an alterna+ve op+on.  In the USA that op+on is a federal government who takes in tax re-

ceipts from all of the par+cipants and pays out more than it takes to the par+cipants who 

most need it.  In Europe, there is no such federal en+ty to help offset the imbalances.  So, 

what develops is a solvency problem as the na+ons spend up to the poli+cally palatable limit 

and then get cut off.  This reduces domes+c demand AND the lack of rebalancing trade results 

in con+nued income loss via foreign trade.  This leads to what we’re seeing in Greece with a 

solvency crisis.  The lack of a federal prin+ng press or a floa+ng exchange rate leads to solven-

cy crisis.  If Greece were able to tap a federal government it could offset a huge por+on of its 

debt burden across the en+rety of Europe and it would improve substan+ally from an eco-

nomic perspec+ve.  This same exact thing occurs within the states in the USA where trade im-

balances occur but the brunt of the financial burden is carried by a federal en+ty that all 

states contribute to.   

 

The problem in Europe is that there remains a lack of poli+cal unity.  So, we have a monetary 

union with a single currency, but we don’t have the poli+cal unity to complete the monetary 

union through the forma+on of a federal en+ty (something like Eurobonds and a central 

Treasury would suffice).  So the trade imbalances lead to one result—defla+onary depressions 

on the periphery.  Defla+on is a devasta+ngly slow and destruc+ve way to deal with trade im-

balances.  And there’s no guarantee that it will actually rec+fy the problems because the 

debt:GDP levels are likely to remain above poli+cally palatable levels.  This creates a huge 

downside risk.   

 

That risk is a na+on leaving the Euro as they realize that defla+on isn’t the ideal way to go for-

ward and that core Europe isn’t going to approve any form of a federal en+ty.  The risk then 

becomes a poten+al banking crisis and currency crisis.  If Cyprus were to leave the Euro it 

could result in a domino effect.  Cyprus will bring back the Cypriot Pound, their trade will re-

balance as the Pound collapses versus the Euro and the economy will start to rebound in a 

similar fashion to Iceland as they become more compe++ve.  The risk is that Greece, Portugal, 

Spain and Italy all mimic the move and we see a series of defaults and defec+ons from the Eu-

rope.   
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While this would be good for the peripheral na+ons in the long-term it would be devasta+ng for the 

core countries as the trade surplus na+ons will take on the brunt of the nega+ve trade rebalancing.  

This means Germany and many of the other larger economies on the core will be hit hard by the de-

fec+ons.  It could also lead to substan+al banking problems as the Euro denominated debts are essen-

+ally defaulted on.  This could reverberate through the en+re global economy.   

 

This scenario of defaults and defec+ons is an absolute worst case scenario and could result in a disor-

derly unwinding of the Euro.  I wouldn’t place the odds of this as being very high, but I do think it’s 

important to understand the poten+al worst case scenario in case Cyprus decides to make a bold 

move away from the Euro.  My guess is Germany will do everything in its power to piece this all to-

gether and keep the union as is.  But we must remain cognizant of the downside risk should such 

events transpire.   

 

For now, it looks like all’s fine, but these are fast moving events that could deteriorate quickly.  Of 

course, I’ll keep you informed of events and my opinion of the macro risks going forward.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Disclaimer 
Nothing contained herein should be construed as an offer to buy any 

security or a recommendation as to the advisability of investing in, pur-

chasing or selling any security. Some of the statements contained 

herein are statements of future expectations and other forward-looking 

statements. These expectations are based on Orcam's current views 

and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertain-

ties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from 

those in such statements due to, among other things, general econom-

ic conditions, performance of financial markets, Orcam Financial 

Group, LLC assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking 

information contained in this document. 
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